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Your only detailed analysis of the combined effects of federal HIPAA laws and Oregon laws in the area of consent and confidentiality is now available. Includes new laws on federal privacy rules, patient safety, reporting, scientific research, and more!
Learn about the new law of health information privacy, combining major federal laws (HIPAA) and Oregon law in Volume 1 of Oregon Health Law Manual—Consent, Confidentiality, and Reporting.

This 2003 revision of Volume 1, Consent, Confidentiality, and Reporting, incorporates the federal Privacy Rule and its Oregon counterparts, which thoroughly changed the law in this area. In addition, this revised volume includes 2003 legislation, practice tips, and many useful forms.

Simple enough to be understood by lawyers and other professionals with only occasional involvement in the health care field, this book is also valuable to the advanced specialist seeking citations and references for additional research.

Oregon Health Law Manual, Volume 1—Consent, Confidentiality, and Reporting, helps you answer questions such as:

■ How do I obtain medical records in Oregon after HIPAA? When do I need a court order? What are the new requirements regarding release of medical records in Oregon?

■ HIPAA allows more stringent state laws—When is Oregon law more stringent than HIPAA?

■ When is a patient’s authorization needed to release health information? What form should I use?

■ How is informed consent to treatment or research obtained in Oregon? How is it documented?

■ Reporting to Oregon government agencies: What, who, where, how, and why?

■ What are Oregon’s requirements for sensitive areas like HIV, genetic privacy, mental health, and substance abuse?

■ What are the liability risks in consent to care and in disclosing records? When am I protected from liability?

■ Who can see the health information of a minor?

■ How should I respond to a reporter’s questions? To a police investigation?

If you represent health care facilities, health plans, health providers, consumers of health care services, government agencies, biochemical researchers, or anyone involved in health care issues, you need this book!
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Volume 2—Life and Death Decisions
Topics include: reproduction and abortion, substituted decisions such as the advanced directive, assisted dying, end-of-life decisions, and death. Nine forms are included.
■ 1997 1 vol. softbound [238.21] $40
■ 1997 1 vol. on CD-ROM [C238.21] $40

Volume 3—Delivering Health Care
Topics include: health care facilities and other practice settings, certificate of need, medical staff organization and structure, provider organizations, tax-exempt organizations, tax-exempt finance, integrated delivery systems, and Medicare fraud and abuse. An excellent resource for any health care facility.
■ 1998 1 vol. softbound [238.22] $60
■ 1998 1 vol. on CD-ROM [C238.22] $60

Volume 4—Payment for Health Care
Topics include: managed care, including HMOs and PPOs; health insurance coverage and policies; state programs, including Medicaid and the Oregon Health Plan; health insurance claims and disputes; workers’ compensation coverage; Medicare; medical providers as creditors; ERISA, COBRA, and state continuation; state health planning and insurance reform; and defending health care fraud and abuse cases.
■ 2001 1 vol. softbound [238.23] $85
■ 2001 1 vol. on CD-ROM [C238.23] $85

SERIES DISCOUNT:
Order all four volumes and save $35!
■ Volumes 1, 2, 3, and 4 (softbound) [238.02] $225
■ Volumes 1, 2, 3, and 4 on CD-ROM [C238.02] $225
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